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0. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the study of the optimal control for a series 
of population dynamics problems. In the first section of this work we 
present some recently published mathematical models for age-dependent 
population diffusion (see [8-121). Then the uniqueness and some other 
properties of the solutions of a degenerated parabolic variational inequality 
are studied. We then obtain first-order necessary conditions for some 
optimal control problems and present the biological significance of these 
problems. In the end we present an iterative scheme for the optimal control 
problems. 
1. SOME MATHEMATICAL MODELS 
OF AGE-DEPENDENT POPULATION DIFFUSION 
In 1973, M. E. Gurtin [9] introduced the first model of age-dependent 
population with diffusion in a bounded set of R3. We present here some 
more complex models. 
Assume that a population is free to move in Q, a bounded and open set 
of R3, with 1352 of C’-class. The dynamics of population is described by a 
function lca,x,tj, which represents the density of the individuals of age a at 
time t and at position x. The integral 
“2 
s I 1 (a.T.I) dx da 
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gives the number of individuals of ages between a, and a*, living at the 
time t in the region ,sZ, c 52. 
Here we study the general model 
I,+1,+~(a)l-A,I+B(I-II/)3s(l)u(a,x, t), 
(4 x, t) E IO, AC x Q x IO, n 
with the boundary conditions 
(1.1) 
g+y(i)3 -u(u, x, t)l, (a,x,t)3]0,A[xaf2x]0,T[ (1.2) 
Z(0, x, t) = CA b(a) /(a, x, t) da, b, f) E Q x IO, rc (1.3) 
0 
44 4 0) = Iota, x), (U,X)E]O,A[ XQ. (1.4) 
The significance of these terms is p(a) is the rate of mortality, charac- 
teristic of the species, considered as divergent to + co as a /1 A, where A 
is the maximal age for the species; g(l) u(a, x, t) is the possible infusion or 
harvest of population in Q ; -~(a, x, t)l is the possible infusion or harvest 
of population in %2; and - A,1 is the diffusion term. 
The term p(1- $) shows that Z(a, x, t) permanently remains less than or 
equal to $(a, x), a given function, and moreover, when it is strictly less 
than $, the population dynamics is described by a differential equation; 
birth is described by the “renewal equation” (1.3), where b(u) is the rate of 
fertility ; and the initial density is known. 
Miscellaneous examples for y and g give concrete models for population 
dynamics. 
EXAMPLES. Suppose that u 2 0 a.e. and u 3 0 a.e. 
If g(r)= 1 for all ~E[W (g: R + R), then we have an infusion of popula- 
tion in Q 
If g(r) = -r, Vr E R, then we have a harvest of population ( - ul) in Q. 
If y(r) = 0, Vr E R (y : R! + R), then we have a harvest of population 
(-al) in a52. 
If y = ar, where 
0, 
r(r)= +oo 1 ? 
for r=O 
for reR*, 
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we obtain the Dirichlet condition I = 0, for (a, x, t) E 10, A [ x &2 x 10, T[ ; 
that means dQ is “extremely inhospitable.” 
If y(r) = GI. Y, we have a migration from 52 to outside, or from the outside 
to 52. 
If 
0, 
y(r)= R+ 1 ) 
for Y < r0 
for Y=Y~, 
r,~R+\{0) and u-0, then l(a,x, t)<r , o, in 10, A[ x iX2 x 10, T[. If I< r0 
in (a, x, t) E 10, A [ x a&? x JO, T[, then aZ/av = 0; i.e., the flux of population 
through the boundary is zero. If 1= ro, then ai/& G 0; this means that the 
boundary of Q permits the population to get out of 52. This is the case of 
a “semi-permeable” boundary. The physical significance of condition (1.2) 
is given by Duvaut and Lions in [7]. 
2. EXISTENCE RESULTS 
First we study the existence for the problem 
I, + L + dull- A,/+ PC/- $13 g(l) da, x, t), 
(~,x,~)~10,~Cx~xlO,~C 
g + y(Z) 3 --v(u, x)f, (u, X, t)~ 10, A[ x ai2 x 10, 7-c (2.1) 
s 
A 
Z(0, x, t) = b(a) 44 x, t) & (x, t) E Q x 10, I'[ 
0 
4a, -7 0) = /,(a, XL (U,X)E]O,A[ XQ. 
We denote by X the real Hilbert space L*(]O, A[ x Sz) with the usual 
scalar product (., .). 
The following hypotheses are imposed: 
PE C(CO, AC), Aa) B 0 in CO, AC, 
5 
A 
p(u) da= +cc 
0 
bELm(lO, AC), b(u) 3 0 a.e. in 10, A[ 
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a.e. in 10, A [ x 132 
lo(O, x) = joA b(a) l,(a, x) da, a.e. in Q 
I,(4 x) 3 0 a.e. in 10, A [ x Q 
~~~2mL4Y;~2(Q)) 
$,E~“(lO,ACxQ) 
$(a, x) a I,(4 x) a.e. in 10, A [ x Sz 
Wk x) 2 iff b(a) $(a, x) da a.e. in C?. 
g: R + R is a Lipschitz function of Lipschitz constant i: > 0, g is decreasing, 
and g(r)>O, for all HEW; 
UEL~(]O,A[ xQx]O, T[) and O<u(u,x, t)6L, 
a.e. in 10, A[ x Q x 10, T[, L, E R+ 
u E L”(]O, A[ x XI) and 0 < ~(a, x) 6 L, 
a.e.in]O,A[x%&L,ER+; 
y = 8j, where j: R + ] - 00, + co] is a proper convex and lower semi- 
continuous function such that 0 l j(0) and j(l,) E L,‘(]O, A [ x ~22). 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a unique 1~ L’(]O, A[ x 10, T[; H’(Q) such 
that (I, + 1, + pl) belongs to L’(]O, A[ x 10, T[; (H’(Q))*), Z(u, x, t) < 
$(a, x‘) u.e. in 10, A[ x Sz x 10, T[, l(u, x, t) E D(j) u.e. in 10, A[ x X2 x 
10, TC, j(4,, . . . . t)) E L’(&2) u.e. in 10, A[ x 10, T[, and I z’s a variational 
solution of (2.1), i.e., 
SIS T A (fl+lo+pf)(y-1)dxdudt 0 0 a 
+ jTjAj VlV(y-l)dxdudt+jTjAj ul(y-1)dxdudt 
0 0 R 0 0 x! 
< joTJ6  ^s,, Ci(4.)-j(l)ldxdudt+~o~~oA~* g(~)dy--I)dxdadt, 
VY’YL~(IO, AC x lO,Tl; ff’(Q)), 
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such that y < * ae. in 10, A [ x Q x 10, T[, y E D(j) a.e. in 10, A[ x dQ x 
10, T[, Undj(y)EL’(]O,A[x~Bx]O, T[). Moreover, ifb(a)=O a.e. in 
[A -8, A] and UE W’,*(]O, T[; X), then IF W’**(]O, T[; X) and 
I,+I,+~(u)l-A,I+P(1-ICI)3s(l)u a.e. in JO, A[ x Q x 10, T[ 
a.e. in IO, A[ x &S x 10, T[ 
/(0,x, t)=j’h(u)ldu 
0 
a.e. in Sz x 10, T[ 
a.e. in JO, A [ x 0. 
Under different boundary value conditions a similar existence result has 
been proved by a different method by M. G. Garonni and M. Langlais [8]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We consider the following two cases : 
If pEC([O, A]), then: 
Consider the operator JTI : D(d) + X defined by 
dl= -I,-,u(u)l+A,l-cl, c = i A(ess sup b)2 
I’XAC 
D(d)= ~EL*(]o,~[;H*(S2)),z,,~l~X, 1 
I(0, x) = rA b(u) /(a, x) da a.e. in 52, E + y(l) 3 -ul 
JO 
a.e. in 10, A [ x XJ . 
Let us show that S! is m-dissipative 
For V(/, , It), (1,, I:) E XZ’ we have 
in XxX. 
= -j 1 
0 R 
(I,-Z2),(l,-12)dxdu-J J p(u)(f,-Z,)*dxdu 
0 B 
- j” j IV,(I,-ZJ*dxdu-jAj u(u,x)(l,-12)2dxdu 
0 D 0 an 
-c ss A (I,-f2)*dxdu 0 R 
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-c 
II 
A (1,-1,)2dxda 
0 R 
2 
b(a)[ll(a, x) - Z2(ar x)] da dx 
-C 
ss 
A (I,-12)2dxda 
0 a 
ess sup f~)~ 
lO.AC 
joA [l,(a, x) - /,(a, x)] da]* dx 
-cll~l-~2112 ( 11. (1 is the norm in X) 
iA(esssuph)*-c (II,-Z,l\*=O. 
1% AC 3 
Hence &’ is dissipative. 
Consider now the two problems 
I,+PLI+d,J+(c+l)/=x a.e.in]O,A[xQ 
g+y(l)3 -+(a, x)l a.e. in JO, A[ x X2 (2.2) 
l(0, x) = joA b(a) /(a, x) da a.e. in Q 
and 
l,+~LI-dXZ+(c+l)l=~ a.e.in]O,A[xR 
E+y(l)3 -ul a.e. in 10, A [ x XI (2.3) 
l(0, x) = d(x) a.e. in Q, dE H’(Q), j(d) E L’(X2), 
where x E X. 
Let u,: [0, A] --* Loo(Z2) be a sequence of step functions approximating 
u (II, + u a.e.). 
Consider the problems 
-4Eh,(~)+f(a, 1) 
Z(0) = d, 
(2.4) 
409!152’1-13 
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where 
and 
Since v, is constant on intervals, by a standard existence result we infer 
that for every n, problem (2.4) has a unique solution. Passing to the limit 
we now obtain the existence of a unique solution to (2.3). 
Consider the application 
T: (IEL~(]O,A[;H’(B);~(Z)EL’(~~)}=~--,~, 
where Tw is the solution of (2.3), with d(x) = J{ b(a) ~(a, x) da, w E X 
Now using a fixed-point result it follows immediately that problem (2.2) 
has a unique solution. We may conclude that R(I- &‘) = A’, as claimed. 
Suppose first that U, E L2(]0, T[; X) and considering the approximating 
problem 
1: E dk - aA4 - $I+ g(Lb + CL TV IO, TC 
4(O) = Eo, 
(2.5) 
where PE(x) = (l/s) r+, Vr E R. Clearly d - /3,(. - $) is m-dissipative and 
inasmuch as g is Lipschitzian and u E W’, ‘(IO, T[; A’), it follows by a 
standard device that problem (2.5) has a unique solution. 
We use the notations 
1 EC-- 
n’ 
4=L B,=Bn. 
For all n E N * we have 
and using this it follows that 
(4xt + h) - C(t), L(t + h) - L(t)> 
G (g(L(t + h)) 4t + A) - g(L(t)) dt), L(t + A) - L(t)> 
+cIl~,(t+~)-~,(t)l12~fIl~,(t+~)-~,(t)l12 
< ;llL#z) - Z,(O)ll’ + cj’ Ill,(s + h) - l,(s)l12 ds + ch* 
0 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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(because UE W’*‘(]O, 5°C; X); {Zn}neN. bounded in L”(]O, T[; X)), Vh>O, 
VIE R+ s.t. t+h< T). (We denote by the same symbol c several positive 
constants independent of n.) 
We prove later that {In}neN* is bounded in L”(]O, T[; X). Since 
11 E d’Z, - j?,(ln - $) + g(Z,)u + cl,,, it follows that 
4 IV,(t) - M2 
+ j’ < g(L(s)) u(s), 4(s) - 10) ds + c j; (L(s), L(s) - 10) & 
0 
where I,* E dZo. This yields 
%z(d - Ml2 G c j-’ Ill,(~) - Zoll ds. 
0 
(2.8) 
From (2.7) and (2.8) it follows that 
(2.9) 
Multiplying (2.6) by 1; we obtain 1; = 0 a.e. in IO, A[ x Sz x 10, T[. 
Multiplying (2.6) by I,(t) we obtain 
~.~lll,~t)12~Cllz.~f)l12+C. (2.10) 
Hence /ILlI Lm(lo,rc~x) 6 c, Vn E N*. 
We now prove the boundedness of {Iz}nEN* and of {/?,(l,-$)},,EN. in 
L”(]O, T[; X), where 
1,: = LF - PiA4 - $I+ g(kl)u, tE 10, TC 
bz(O) = 10, Z,*(t) E dZ,( t). 
(2.11) 
From (2.10) we see that (Z~-j?n(Zn-$))nEN, is bounded in 
L”(]O, T[;X). That means {ln*+~U+~(a)~--d.l(l-Bn(l,-l(l)} is 
bounded in L2(]0, T[; X). 
We have 
(Yn)“+~L(a)Yn-dxYn+Pn(Y”)=gn, t E 10, T[, a.e. in 10, A [ x Q, 
where 
Yn = 1, -ICI, II grill L.2(]0,7-[; X) Q c. 
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Multiplying by /I,,( y,(t)) and integrating we obtain 
where 
for r>O 
for r<O 
(2.12) 
de IIP,(y,(~))ll + i B,(Y,(O~ x3 t)) ~~(0, A [II dx. (2.13) 
n 
But y,(O, x, t) < s{ b(a) y,(u, x, t) da a.e. in J2 x 10, T[ and 
is bounded in L”(]O, T[; A’). We may infer that 
is bounded in L”(]O, T[;X) (using (2.13)). It follows that 
in L”(]O, T[; X). 
We have 
s ’ <Us) - G(s), L(s) - L(s) > ds 0 
d s ; (d4(s)) 4  - g(Ln(s)) 4~1, L(S) -L(s)) ds 
+C j-’ IlL(~)-L(4112 ds- j-’ (B,(~,(s))-P,(y,(s)), MS) -L(s)) ds 
0 0 
<c 
s 
’ III,(s) - f,(s)ll= ds 
0 
- s : (Pn( Y, S)) -Dm( Y, S))> Y,(S) - Y,(S) > ds. 
Since UL(YJI~~~* is bounded in L”( 10, T[; X), we get 
and 
; Ill,(t)-f,&)J(2<c j; iii,(s)-l,,(s)ll’ds+c~~(~+~)ds. (2.14) 
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Using (2.14) we obtain that Ill,(t) - r,(t)11 GE,,,,, with lim,,,, m E,,, = 0. It 
follows that 
I, -+ 1 in C([O, T]; X), 1,E W’s2(]0, T[; X). 
Letting II tend to + co in (2.11) we get that I is a variational solution of 
(2.1). But (1,), + p,(Z, - II/) - g(l,)u - cl, -w 5 weakly in L2(]0, T[; X) 
and I, + I in C( [0, r]; X). This means 5 E dl, i.e., 
I,+I,+clf-d,I+P(I-~)3g(l)u, a.e. t E 10, T[, a.e. in 10, A [ x 52 
f + y(l) 3 -vl, Vt E [0, T] and a.e. in 10, A [ x aQ 
1(0, x, t) = joA b(a) l(a, x, t) da, Vt E [0, T] and a.e. in Q 
4% & 0) = lo(a, xl a.e. in 10, A[ x 52. 
Now, if UE L”(]O, r[; X), 0 d u < L1 a.e. in 10, A[ x Q x 10, T[, then: 
Consider U,E W’x2(]0, T[;X), u,-+u in L*(]O, T[; X), where u, is 
given by Eq. (1.50), p. 28, in [4]. Denote by I, the solution of (2.1) with 
u = u,. As before we can prove that ljT,ll.m(,O,TC;Xj <c, Vn E N *. From 
7; E Ja - 8K - $I+ g(L) 4 + CL, 
it follows that 
tE IO, n (2.15) 
axe) -7m3 7?&) - 7mw 
a7”w -7mWl12 + (d7nW %(O- d7nm %n(th 7k)-7mW> 
*i Ill,W-7mWl12a j’ I17d-7A4112d~ 
0 
+ j’ ( Cg(7nb)) - g(7mbNl M), 724 -7mW > ds 
0 
+ j’ < s(t,m(N-u,M - umh)l, 724 -‘I&)> ds. 
0 
That means 
d c s ; (Il7h) -7,,hN + IIds) - 4,zb)ll) II724 -7mM ds 
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Using Gronwall’s inequality we obtain 
7* + I in C( [0, T] ; X) (2.16) 
and analogously 
~7”~Jvl in L2( 10, T[; L2( 10, A [ x 852)). (2.17) 
Let us prove that I is a variational solution of (2.1). Indeed, multiplying 
(2.15) by ?, and integrating by parts we get 
+iTjA{ [p~n+JV,~,,/2]dxdadr+jT[A~ vlt,dxdadt 
0 0 R 0 0 x2 
(2.18) 
From (2.18) we deduce that (as in [8]) 
~c4+~JL+dJ.... is bounded in L’(]O, A[ x 10, T[; H’(O)*). 
We can extract a subsequence {lk} such that for k--f +co 
7k -!!f- Z weakly in L’(]O, A[ x 10, T[; H’(Q)) (2.19) 
(8, + 8,) L + P7k --!L h weakly in L*(]O, A[ x 10, T[; H’(B)*) (2.20) 
w,+a7)I,+PLl converges in $P(]O, A[ x 10, T[; H’(D)*) to h = 1, + 
Z, + ,uZ. We may conclude that Z is a variational solution of (2.1), with 
PE C(CO? AlI. 
If ~EC([O,A[), then consider p,,=Min{p,n), neN*, P~EC([O,A]), 
p,(a) /1 p(a), Vu E [O, A [ and let I,, be the solution of (2.1) corresponding to 
u,. It follows immediately that {I, j is decreasing (using the conditions 
about g) to Z and as before we can prove that Z is variational solution 
of (2.1). If UE W’*2(]0, T[; X) we can prove that (for b(a) =O, 
VaE[A--&,A]) 
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I,+1,+~z--d,l+B(I-II/)3g(l)u 
a.e. in 0, A -t x Q x 10, r[ 
1 [ 
a.e. in 0, A -i 1 [ x cX~ x 10, r[ 
l(0, x, t) = joA b(a) Z(a, x, t) da 
a.e. in Q x 10, r[ 
44 x, 0) =&da, x) 
a.e. in 10, A[ x Q, n >I n E N*. 
E’ 
That means I satisfies (2.1) a.e. 
The uniqueness of the solution is very easy to prove; we do not 
insist. Multiplying (2.1) by I- we obtain that I(a, x, t) 80 a.e. in. 
10, A[ x Q x 10, T[. From j{ ~(a) da= +cc we deduce that Z(A, x, t) = 0 
a.e. in S2 x 10, T[ (see [S] ). If we get the boundary condition 
;+Y(l).l; in ]O,A[ x&2, (2.21) 
v 3 0 a.e., u E L*( 10, A [ x LXZ?), then we can prove similarly the existence, 
the uniqueness, and the positivity of the solution. Problem (2.1) without 
,!?(I- ~5) also has a unique and positive solution. 
If we have the boundary condition 
;+Y(r).o (2.22) 
(u 3 0), then we can obtain that {(a, + a,) I,, + p,Z, - d,l,},, N. is bounded 
in L*(]O,A[ xQx 10, r[) and (Zn}neN. is bounded in L*(]O, A[ x 
10, 7°C; H*(Q)). Passing to the limit one obtains 
lEL2(]0, A[ x 10, 7-C; P(Q)) 
and 1 satisfies (2.1) a.e. 
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3. OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEMS 
First we study the distributed “optimal harvesting” problem : 
(Pl ) Maximize 
T  A 
111 
~(a, x, t) f(a, x, t) dx da dt, 
0 0 n 
where 1 is the solution of (3.1) corresponding to UEL”(]O, T[; X), 
O<uGL, a.e. in ]O,A[ xQx]O, T[. (Hypotheses hold; for 830 the 
proof is the same.) 
I,+I,+cll-d,I+B(1-~)3 -2.41 in 10, A [ x Q x 10, T[ 
f + y(l) 3 -o(a, x)l in 10, A [ x LX? x 10, T[ 
(3.1) 
I(0, x, t) = foA b(u) /(a, x, t) da, in Q x 10, T[ 
/(a, 4 0) = lo(a, x), in]O,A[xQ. 
THEOREM 3.1. Problem (Pl) has at least one optimal solution. 
Proof: Consider d= max(P1) and let {(u,, I,)},, N be a sequence of 
pairs such that 
d-i< 
n 
u,I,dxdudtdd, 
where I, is the solution of (3.1) that corresponds to 
U,E u= {uEP(]o, T[;X);OQuQL,, 
a.e. in 10, A [ x Q x 10, r[ }. 
Since 0 < 1, d t,G a.e. in 10, A [ x Q x 10, T[, it immediately follows that (ln} 
is bounded in L2(]0, A [ x 52 x 10, T[). Then on a subsequence denoted by 
(I,} we have 
1, Z- I weakly in L2( 10, T[; X) 
and 
& -+ I strongly in L*(]O, T[; X), 
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where I is the solution of (3.23), (3.24) corresponding to II: 
l,+l,+~l-A,I+B(I-II/)3 -VI in]O,A[xQx]O,T[ 
;+2.1=0 in]O,A[x&?x]O, T[ 
(3.23) 
l(0, x, t) = JoA b(u) /(a, x, t) da in Sz x 10, T[ 
4% 4 0) = lota, xl in]O,A[xQ 
v, - Au = u, te]O, T[, TIER 
~(a, x, 0) = ~,(a, x) is fixed, 
(3.24) 
v0 E X, and u E U. 
Equation (3.24) may be equivalently written as 
~(a, x, t) = e%,(u, x) + 1’ e”“-%(a, x, s) ds. 
0 
The following maximum principle holds : 
THEOREM 3.3. If (u*, I *) is an optimal pair for (P2) and u* corresponds 
to v* by (3.24), then there exists a p E L’(]O, A [ x Q x 10, T[) such that 
= u*( 1 + p) a.e. in [1* < $1 
p(/.d*-AXI*+u*l*+l,+f,)=O in [I* = $1 
ap sv+c(.p’o a.e. in 10, A [ x a52 x 10, T[ 
(3.25) 
P(G x7 n = 0 a.e. in 10, A [ x Q 
0, if s Te”‘(l+p)Z*d?<O f 
u*(a, x, t) = 
s 
T  
L,, if e”‘(l+p)l*dz>O 
, 
(where (.)” are the absolutely continuous parts of the measures [p, + pLI - 
p(a)p+A,p+ b(a)p(O, ., .)] E L”(]., .[ x Q); p is a solution in the precise 
sense of problem (Pl )). 
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T  A 
JJJ u*l* dx da dt 0 0 R 
2 JSI T A (~*+h)l”*+~~dxdadt, vu E Tu(u*), (3.4) 0 0 R 
where T,(u*) is tangent cone in u *. Consider d,l”‘(v) = z the Gateaux 
differential of application u H I” in u. We get (32 solution a.e.) 
z,+z,+p(a)z-Ad,z+u*2+vl*=0 a.e. in 10, A [ x Q x 10, T[ 
g+a.z=o a.e. in IO, A [ x &I2 x 10, T[ 
(3.5) 
~(0, x, t) = s,’ b(a( z(a, x, t) da a.e. in .Q x IO, T[ 
z(a, x, 0) = 0 a.e. in 10, A [ x 52. 
Using (3.4) we obtain 
T  A 
JJJ (u*z+ul*)dxdadt<O, vu E T,(u*). (3.6) 0 0 ra 
Starting from (3.5), we define the dual system 
Pt+P~-ru(a)P+d,p=u*(l+p) 
- 0) ~(0, x, t) in 10, A[ x 52 x 10, T[ 
8P z+a.p=O in 10, A[ x 22 x 10, T[ (3.7) 
p(a, x, T) = 0 in]O,A[xQ 
PE L2(10, AC x IO, T[; H’(Q)). 
There is p, a variational solution for (3.7). 
We prove its existence in the following way: 
For Vdg L2(]0, A[ x Q x 10, T[) we denote h(a, x, t) = u(a, x, t) 
d(a, x, t). Consider the auxiliary problem 
P,+P~-Aa)p+d,P=u*+h 
-b(a) p(O, x, t) in]O,A[xOx]O, T[ 
ap z+a.p=o in]O,A[xLK2x]O, T[ (3.8) 
da, x, t)=O in]O,A[xSZ 
p E L2(10, A[ x IO, T[; H’(Q)). 
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The existence of such a p follows by the Galerkin method. Namely we 
search for a p of the form 
P= f Pj(a9 f, cP,(x)3 
. j= 1 
(3.9) 
where (qj},Y I c H’(Q) is an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions in H’(Q) 
for the Laplacean, i.e., 
-Aqj=Ljcpi in Q 
Gj 
(3.10) 
~+uqj=o in asz. 
The functions pi: [0, A] x [0, T] + I&! are satisfying 
(PI),+ (Pj)a-P(a)Pj-2jP 
=ui*+hj-b(a)pj(O, t) in 10, A[ x 10, r[ 
Pj(4 T)=O in 10, A[ 
PjEL2(lo, AC x lo9 TC). 
(3.11) 
where u,? = (u*, cpj), hj= (h, cpj); (.,.) is the scalar product in L*(B). 
Suppose for simplicity that A Z T, or else the proof is based on this one. 
Using the method of characteristics we get pj(a, t) = f[’ exp (ST-T [~(a + T- 
t+T)+Aj] dT}. 
[b(u+T-t+s)pj(O, T+s)-(uF+hj)(u+T-t+s, Tfs)]ds (3.12) 
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V(a, t)~co{M~, MZ, M,, M4}. If we take a=0 and denote p,(t)= p,(O, t), 
we obtain for pj the Volterra integral equation 
x(u,*+h,)(T-ftss, T+s)ds 
+/‘exp /‘[p(T-t+z)+,$]d~ 
i 
b(s - t) p,(s) ds. 
T f 
Now, for (a, r)~co{M,, M,, A4,} we get 
(P,),+(pj),-~(")Pj-~.jPj=u,*+h,-b(u)P,(t)=X(u, l)* t3-13) 
Consider a E [A - T, A ] fixed and denote 
4jlt) = PjC" + i, f), q,:[O,A-a]+R. (3.14) 
qj satisfies 
qj-jl(“+ l) qj-ijqj=X(U+ 221). 
It follows that 
Pjt" + z~ I) 
= qj( t) = exp [~(a + z) + lj] dz 
> 
(3.15) 
.x(u+s,s)ds -exp 
I 1 
[‘[p(u+~)+&]dr 
0 
.jlA-‘exp [ -1: (,~(a + 5) + /lj) dt 1 ~(a + s, s) ds. (3.16) 
We take ( pj must be bounded in a = A) 
~,(a, 0)= -joA-Uexp { -1: [p(U + t) + Aj] d7 x(U + S, S) dS. (3.17) 
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This means pj is given by (3.12) and (3.18), 
pj(a + t, t, 
= -jtApaexp { -j: [p(~+~)+Joj] dz ~(u+s,s)ds> 
I 
(3.18) 
where (a + t, t) E co{M,, Mq, M,}. 
It is easy to show that p is a variational solution of (3.8) and by using 
a fixed-point result we can obtain the existence of a variational solution for 
problem (3.7). If we multiply by z in (3.7) we may infer that (integrating 
by parts) 
u*zdxdudt= vl *p dx da dt, (3.19) 
and since (3.6) holds we get 
vl*(l +p)dxdudt<O, vu E T-,(24*). (3.20) 
That means 
(3.21) 
or equivalently 
u*(u, x, t) = 
{ 
0, for p(u, x, t) + 1 < 0 
L 
13 for p(u, x, t) + 1 > 0. 
(3.22) 
We have the following maximum principle: 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf (u*, I*) is an optimal pair for problem (Pl), then there 
is a solution p of (3.7), p~L*(]0, A[ x 10, T[; H’(Q)), and (3.22) holds. 
(This theorem is called the “weak bang-bang principle.“) 
If ~(a) > 0 a.e. and b(u)/p(u) is not constant on any set of positive 
measures, then U* is a “bang-bang control.” (This follows from (3.7).) 
These necessary conditions can be used to implement numerical algorithms 
for the computation of optimal control. Such an algorithm is given in 
[4, p. 1901 and in [2]. A problem of this type was studied by Brokate 
in [6]. 
(P2) Maximize 
VI dx da dt, 
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where I is the solution of (3.23), (3.24) corresponding to II: 
l,+l,+~l-A,I+B(I-II/)3 -VI in]O,A[xQx]O,T[ 
;+2.1=0 in]O,A[x&?x]O, T[ 
(3.23) 
l(0, x, t) = JoA b(u) /(a, x, t) da in Sz x 10, T[ 
4% 4 0) = lota, xl in]O,A[xQ 
v, - Au = u, te]O, T[, TIER 
~(a, x, 0) = ~,(a, x) is fixed, 
(3.24) 
v0 E X, and u E U. 
Equation (3.24) may be equivalently written as 
~(a, x, t) = e%,(u, x) + 1’ e”“-%(a, x, s) ds. 
0 
The following maximum principle holds : 
THEOREM 3.3. If (u*, I *) is an optimal pair for (P2) and u* corresponds 
to v* by (3.24), then there exists a p E L’(]O, A [ x Q x 10, T[) such that 
= u*( 1 + p) a.e. in [1* < $1 
p(/.d*-AXI*+u*l*+l,+f,)=O in [I* = $1 
ap sv+c(.p’o a.e. in 10, A [ x a52 x 10, T[ 
(3.25) 
P(G x7 n = 0 a.e. in 10, A [ x Q 
0, if s Te”‘(l+p)Z*d?<O f 
u*(a, x, t) = 
s 
T  
L,, if e”‘(l+p)l*dz>O 
, 
(where (.)” are the absolutely continuous parts of the measures [p, + pLI - 
p(a)p+A,p+ b(a)p(O, ., .)] E L”(]., .[ x Q); p is a solution in the precise 
sense of problem (Pl )). 
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Theorem 3.3 can be proved via an approximating process. In a few 
words the idea is to approximate problem (P2) by the following problem 
(see also [4]): 
(P2s) Maximize 
where 1; is the solution of (3.25) corresponding to u and u corresponds to 
v by (3.24), u E U. 
I,+I,+~L1--.~l+BE(f-IcI)= -uE in]O,A[xQx]O, T[ 
+f+&O in 10, A[ x &Z2 x 10, T[ 
(3.26) 
l(0, x, t) = 5 
A b(a) /(a, x, t) da in Q x 10, T[ 
0 
4% x, 0) = Ma, x) in]O,A[xSZ. 
for r<O 
1 
BE(V) = wz7 
for TE [0, E[ 
1 1 
-r--, 
E 2 
for ra.5. 
Let (v,*, I,*) (u,* corresponds to u,* b y (3.24)) be an optimal pair in 
problem (POE). For any q E T”(zA:) we get 
2 (v,*+6ij)1~+‘Gdxdadt 
-~~~v,*+6~-v*~~t~(,0,A~.,.,,,~~)~ Vd>O, (3.27) 
where $a, x, t) = 1; eACteS) q(a, x, s) ds 
Denote by zE = d,l)*(q) the Gateaux differential of v H 1,” in v,* applied 
in q. We get 
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z: + z; + pzE - A,ZE + b,(lE* - II/) ZE 
+ leg,* = 0 a.e. in 10, A[ x 52 x 10, T[ 
s+a.z”=O a.e. in 10, A [ x XJ x 10, T[ (3,2*) 
z&(0, x, t) = joA b(a) ~‘(a, x, t) da a.e. in Q x 10, T[ 
ZE(U, x, 0) = 0 a.e. in 10, A[ x 52. 
Let p be the solution of the dual system 
P::+P~-~P”+A,P”-B,(lf-IC/)PE_ 
=o,*(l+p”)-b(a)p”(O,x,t) in]O,A[xQx]O,T[ 
dP& ~+a.p”=o in]O,A[xX?x]O,T[ (3.29) 
pyu, x, T) = 0 in]O,A[xQ 
p”EL2(]0,A[xQx]o, T[). 
(The existence of p’ can be proved as in Theorem 3.2.) From (3.27) it 
follows that 
T  A 
JJJ (u~z+~1~)dxdadr-(ij,u~-u*)~0. (3.30) 0 0 R 
we can easily obtain that 
v* 25. c v~weaklyinL2(]0,A[xQx]0,T[) 
and 
I * -+ I, uniformly in C( [0, r]; L2( 10, A - 6[ x Q). E 
(Because II: E IV’--(IO, r[; X), {II,,} is bounded in L”(]O, A[ x Q x 
10, T[) and we use the Arzela theorem.) By the two convergences we may 
infer that 
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we get 
We obtain for E L 0 that 
T  A sss v*l”;dxdadt-‘Ilv:-o*I( 1 2 L2(10.A[xRx10,T[) 0 0 R 
T  A 
3 SIS v*l’* dx da dt. 0 0 Jr 
That means UT = u* and II: + II* strongly in L*(]O, A [ x 52 x 10, T[) on a 
subsequence. 
Arguing as in [4, Lemma 5.3, p. 180 and Theorem 5.2, p. 1881, we obtain 
the existence of PE L2(]0, A[ x 10, T[; H’(Q)) such that 
(Pt+Pn--p+dxP+b(a)p(O,x, t))” 
= u*( 1 + p) a.e. in [I* < $1 
p(~l*-d,l*+u*l*+z,*+l~)=o in [I* =$I 
8P ~i-cr.p=O a.e. in 10, A [ x XI x 10, T [ 
da, x, T) = 0 a.e. in 10, A[ x Q. 
(3.31) 
From (3.28), (3.29) and (3.30) it follows that 
ski 
T A (l+p”)fBqdxdadt-(Lj,vB-u*)<O, (3.32) 
0 0 c2 
Vg such that Q=jb eA(‘-s)q ds, q E TU(uB). 
= JOT joA !*,, e”‘( 1 + p”) E,* (id e-“‘q dT> dx da dt 
=s,‘rfoAr,e-“‘q(~,= e”‘(l+p”)E,*dz dxdadr > 
=~oT~oA~Dq(~rie”T~“(I+p”)l~dr)dxdadt. 
409.152il-14 
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For ELO we get 
c 
TeA+yl +p)1* dzEN”(u*). 
, 
The next problem is: 
(P3) Minimize 
(3.33) 
s 7- s(l(t)) dt + cpo(4T)h 0 
where u E U, I satisfies (3.34) and (3.35) (g, cpo: X --) R are convex, proper, 
and I.s.c.), and 
I, + I, + pl- A,/+ b(l- I)) 3 v(a, x, t) a.e. in 10, A[ x Q x IO, T[ 
;+x.z=o a.e. in 10, A[ x Z&2 x 10, T[ 
(3.34) 
A 
/(0,x, t)= s b(a) /(a, x, t) da 
a.e. in 52 x 10, T[ 
0 
a.e.in JO,A[xQ 
0, - Ilv = u, rE IO, TC 
40) = 00, v. E U is fixed. 
(3.35) 
It is clear that problem (P3) has at least one optimal pair. 
THEOREM 3.4. Zf (tl*, I*) is an optimal pair for (P3), then there exists a 
p such that 
(P,+P~-~L(u)p+A.p+b(u)p(O, x, t))“E&(l*) a.e. in Cl*<+1 
p(v*-pl*+A,I*-I;-l1,*)=0 in cl*=+] 
ap ~+a.p=o ae. in 10, A [ x %2 x 10, T[ (3.36) 
~(a, x, T) + &o(l*(a, 4 T)) 3 0 u.e. in 10, A [ x Q 
u*(u, x, 2) = 
i 
0, zy w(a, x, t) < 0 
L1, zj- w(u, x, 2) > 0, 
where w(u, x, t) = ST enr( 1 + p) I*&. 
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Remarks. For the last problem we have only indicated the maximum 
principle, because the proof is laborious. The proof is based on the ideas 
of Barbu [4] and also uses the results obtained for (Pl). Using the 
obtained results we can change the infusion or the harvesting of population 
to minimize or to maximize the functional cost. 
Problems (Pl) and (P2) are problems of “optimal harvesting.” 
For (P3) we have the following: 
(1) If gr0 and (p,,(@= -jijRhdxda, 
that means we wish to find the control such that the population is the 
greatest at time T. 
(2) If g(z) = 1: ln c(a, x) K(a, x) dx da, 
cp,(h”) = - jo‘ jQ Z(a, x) &a, x) dx da, 
our problem is to find the infusion of population such that the cost of the 
final population minus the cost of the food and attendance is greater. 
(3) If g = 0, cp&) = ji jn I& - h,,l dx da, our problem is to approxi- 
mate a given age and spatial profile by infusion control. 
4. APPROXIMATING THE OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM 
VIA A FRACTIONAL STEPS FORMULA 
First, we present an iterative scheme for the optimal control problem: 
(P) Minimize 
s oT Cdl”(t)) + h(u(t))l dt + cpo(WT)), 
where u E U, I” satisfies (4.1) ; g : X -+ 178 is convex, proper, and 1.s.c. ;
h:L*(]O,A[xax]O, T[)+]-co, +oo] is convex, proper, and 1.s.c.; 
supp(h) c U, cpO: A’+ [w is convex, proper, and 1s.~. ; and 
1; + 1: + p(u) 1” - A,Z” = ~(a, x, t) in]O,A[xDx]O,T[ 
au 
~+u.z”=o in]O,A[xX!x]O, T[ 
(4.1) 
l”(0, x, t) = joA b(a) Z’(u, x, t) da in Q x 10, T[ 
lU(u, x, 0) = /o(a, x) in]O,A[xG. 
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Denote 
d(u) = loT Mat)) + 44t))l hJt + cPo(WT))* 
Consider the approximating problem 
(P,) Min{~,T[g(7(t))+h(u(t))]dt+qo(~(T)); UEU, ‘Isatisfies (4.2) or 
(4.3) ) 
1, + I, + p(a)l= u, t E Ii&, (i + l)E[ 
l+(k)=S~(E)l-(k), for i=l,2 ,..., N-l 
l’(O)=l,, E= T/N 
(4.2) 
T(t) = l+(i&), tE [k, (i+ 1)~ [, i=O, 1, . . . . N- 1 
T(T)=~+((N-I)&), 
(4.3) 
where 1 is a solution for (4.2) and Sd( t), t > 0 is the Co-semigroup generated 
by A” on X: 
aI= A,1 
IsX;A,leX,~+1(=Oa.e.in,O,ACxiiR, 
(4.4) 
I(0, x) = jA b(a)lda, a.e. in Q). 
0 
Consider qSE(u) =jr [g(l,“(t)) + h(u(t))] dt + cp,(Z,“(T)) (I: = 7). We may 
use the results obtained in [ 11. The following result holds : 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the specified hypotheses we get 
F$MinqS,=Minq5; (4.5) 
and if { ut } is a sequence of optimal controllers for (P,) and 
L2(lO,AC x lO,T[), for uE U, c>o 
9 for UEL~(]O,A[XSZX]O, T[)\U, 
lim d(u:) = Min 4. (4.6) &LO 
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Moreover, any weak limit point for (uf } is an optimal control for problem 
(PI 
In [l] the optimality conditions for problem (P,), where Isatisfies (4.3), 
are specified. If Isatisfies (4.2), the optimality conditions are known. Using 
this scheme, one can obtain algorithms for approximating the optimal 
solution and the optimal value of the functional cost. 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is based on the results of [ 1 ] ; these 
were obtained using Trotter’s formula. 
Suppose that 1,5 satisfies the condition 
NO, xl = loA b(a) $(a, xl da, a.e. in Q. 
The second problem is: 
(P) Minimize 
s ,r Cdl(t)) + h(v(t))l dt + cpo(l(T)); 
where I satisfies (4.9), u E U, 
vt-Au=u 
v(0) = 0 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(U=(uEL*(lO,A[xQx]O, T[);Odu<L,a.e.}), 
l,+l,+p(a)f-A,l=v, cl>*1 
Z,+l,+p(a)l-A,ldv, Cl= $1 
g++o in]O,A[x%2x]O,T[,cr>O 
l(0, x, t) = j: b(a) l(a, x, t) da in 52 x IO, T[ 
44 x, 0) = &da, x) in]O,A[ x!S, 
(4.9) 
and g, h, cpO satisfy the conditions described in (P). 
Consider the approximating problem : 
(PA Min{A(v)19 where dE(v) = jOr Cdl:(t)) + h(v(t))l dt + cpdC(V) 
and Zz is the solution for (4.10), where v satisfies(4.8): 
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I,+l,+pLI-A.J=v, tE]i&,(i+l)&[,(a,x)E]O,A[xSZ 
g+d=O in 10, A[ x &2 x ]is, (i+ l)c[ 
1(0, x, t) = s{ b(a) /(a, x, t) da, in B x ]is, (i+ l)s[ (4.10) 
Z+(a, x, i.z) = PI-(a, x, in) in]O,A[xQ 
44 x, 0) = &da, x) in 10, A [ x 52, i = 0, 1, . . . . N- 1 
(JW(a, xl = min(%a, x), $(a, x) 1, E = TIN. 
For VE > 0, problem (4.10) has a unique solution on any interval 
[is, (i+ 1)&C. Denote 
d(v) = s,i Cg(l”(t)) + h(4t))l dr + cp,(l”(T)), 
where I” is the solution of (4.9). 
Problems (P) and (FE) have optimal solutions. (This fact follows using 
Arzela’s theorem and the theorem of Aubin.) 
We prove the following result: 
THEOREM 4.2. If {II:} is a sequence of optimal controllers for (P,), then 
Fz d,(vZ) = Min(i(v)) (4.11) 
and 
F>; Min 4, = Min 4. (4.12) 
Moreover, any weak point of (v: } is an optimal control for problem (?). 
Proof: Let (0, , E * l*) be an optimal pair for (FE), V.s > 0. Then there is a 
subsequence, also denoted by {uz}, such that 
0* E -JR!- v* weakly in L*( 10, T [ ; X). (4.13) 
We postpone for the time being the verifications of the lemma below. 
LEMMA. By (4.13) it follows that 
l”(t)-+l*(t) strongly in L2(]0, A[ x0) foralltG [0, T], (4.14) 
where I * = I”’ is the solution of (4.9). 
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Then by (4.13) and (4.14) we may infer that 
!iIJ j-Th(n:(t))dt>[Th(v*(t))df (Fatou’s lemma) 
c\o 0 0 
lim {’ g(l$(t)) dt = 1’ g(l*(t)) dt, 
Eh.0 0 0 
!‘,:: cpou~(n)= cpo(l*(n); 
and these imply that 
Let (v”,T) be an optimal pair for (P). We get d,(v”)>/dE(u,*). Since 
I:(t) + l”(t) strongly in L’(]O, A[ x Q), we infer that 
d(a) = lim fjE(o”) = lime, 2 &u*). 
E-30 EL0 
We may conclude that 
!‘,:: d,(v,*) = d(u*) = Min 4. 
For t/6 > 0 sufficiently small, denote Y = L2(]0, A - S[ x Q) and I/= 
L2(]0, A - S[; H’(O)). 
II~Y:IIL”(,o,T[;Y)~c~ V& (4.15) 
lI~“~IIL~u(,o,T~:Y)~~~ VE (4.16) 
llc$,,ll Y  G c(t), Vc and r E [0, T]. (4.17) 
Using the Arzela theorem it follows that {l”“(t)} is compact in Y, 
Vt E [0, r]. This fact implies via the Arzela theorem that (1”:) is compact 
in C( LO, T] ; Y). Hence 
P”(t) -+ l*(t), t E [0, T] (uniformly on a subsequence). 
Since j,‘h(ud) dt + jih(u*) dt, we infer that lim,,, #(YE*) = &u*). 
Proof of the Lemma. We set u: = u,, 15 = I,. By (4.10) we obtain 
Ilf,((i+ l)s)/I’+j IV.,I,12dxdadt+2~=,fidxdadt 
Q: c 
<EL+ l\l,‘(k)lj2+cj lfdxdadt, 
Ql 
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where Q:=]O,A[xRx]i&, (i+l)e[, 
z; = 10, A[ x al2 x Ii&, (i+ l)&[. 
We also obtain 
s 
(i+ 1)~ 
ll(4),l12d~+ llV,C((i+ 1k)ll’ 
ir: 
A 
+CY SI IlJ(i+ 1)iz)12dxdu 0 asa 
(4.18) 
~IlV.,I:(b)l12+rIA5 ~1,+(k)12dxdu+~L. (4.19 
0 dR 
1 
Combining these two relations we obtain 
;g j;‘+ I)& 
11(~,M’ df + Il~,(t)ll L2(]0,A-ri[;H’(G?)) G c. (4.20 
IE 
We get 
N-l N-l 
i:. II~,‘(i~)-C(i~)ll = ,Fo IIP~;(iE)-C(i&)lI 
and f,(k) = z,(k) + Q(k), where 
(ZJ, + (ZJa + PE - A.xz, = 0, in]O,A[xSZx](i-l)c,ic[ 
az, ~+a.z,=O in 10, A [ x LK2 x ] (i - 1 )E, i& [ 
(4.21) 
z,(O, x, t) = j” Ha) zeta, x, t) da in Sz x ](i- l)E, k[ 
0 
z,((i- ~)E)=O 
ted, + (@Jo + ~0, - Axe, = 0 in]O,A[xQx](i-l)c,ic[ 
3 
~+cc.e,=o in]O,A[xdQx](i-l)~,iE[ 
(4.22) 
e,(O, x, t) = 1” b(a) Qe(a, x, t) da in Sz x ](i- l)c, i&C 
0 
e,((i- l)E)=H:((i- I)&). 
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d is now the generator of a C,-semigroup S(t), t 30. If we denote 
K={h”~L~(]O,A[x.Q);h”>0a.e.j, we get S(t)KcK, Vt20, 
Pl, (ie) - e,. i&) 
S(&)I,f((i-~)E)+~‘S(E-T)I),((&l)~+r)dz -0,(k) 
0 I 
‘S(E-+I,((&~)E+T)~T -O,(k). 1 
If 0,(k)(a, x) 3 +(a, x), then 
f’ ~,(iE)+~c~(E-~)~,((i-l)~+~)dz 
C 
(a,x)=$(a,x) 
0 1 
and $(a, x) G e,(i&)(a, x) = S(E) PIE- ((i - l)~)(a, x) 6 (s(E)$)(U, x). It 
follows that 
Ie,(iE)(u, X) - $(a, X)1 d t(S(&)$)(G X) - ‘/‘(a, X)1. 
If 0,(k)(u, x) < $(a, x), then 
B,(ic)+S’S(&--)~l,((i-l)~+~)d~ 
0 
C ~S(&--)u,((i-l)~+5)dz (a,~), for w<$(a,x) 1 
and is less than or equal to [S(E--t) u,((i- 1)~ +z) dT](u, x) for 
w  > #(a, x). We infer that 
<IIS(e)$--$I/+ i“S(E--)l;,((i-l)B+~)d~ GEE, 
II 
(4.23) 
0 
because II/ E D(d). 
Then we get 
IIP~em(iE) - l;(i~)ll Q llPfEp(iE) - O,(k)II + I/z,(k)/l GEL. (4.23) 
Hence 
N-1 
YE. (4.24) 
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Hence the total variation of Z, on [0, T] is uniformly bounded. As before 
we can prove that {IE(t)} is compact for Vt E [O, T] in L*(]O, A - S[ x Sz). 
We may therefore apply the Helly-Foias theorem to conclude that on a 
subsequence, again denoted by {lE}, we have 
I,(t) + 1*(t) strongly in L’(]O, A - S[ x a), Vte [0, T] (4.25) 
and weak star in L”(]O, A-6[ x 10, T[; H’(O)), V6 >O. 
Let y be an element of L*(]O, A[; H’(Q)). VSE [k, (i+ l)s[, tE 
[ICE, (k+ l)E[, i<k: 
fW&) - Yl12 - IIUS) - VII’) + 1,; joA 5, (M4 - Y) h da dz 
j=r+I 
((ul -w I: on a subsequence, because {(IE)U} is bounded in L’(]O, A[ x9 
Q x 10, T[); see the second paragraph) 
= -~‘(V.~I,V,(l,-y))dr-a~‘~A~ l,(l,-y)dxdadz 
s s 0 Is2 
+jrjA j u,(z)(l,-y)dxdudz 
s 0 x2 
Letting E tend to 0 it follows that 
I A 
- 
s.i s 
(I* - y) U*(T) dx da dz 6 0. (4.26) 
so a 
(It is easy to show that I* < $ a.e. in 10, A[ x D x 10, 7’[.) Now, if we take 
y = I *(s) in (4.26) and use the Gronwall lemma we find after some 
computation that 
ll[*(t)--l*(s)ll dclt-4, vs, t E [O, T]. (4.27) 
Hence I *: [0, T] + X is absolutely continuous. We obtain immediately 
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that I* is the solution of (4.9), thereby completing the proofs of the lemma 
and of Theorem 4.2. 
Remark. This iterative scheme was also presented in [S] for other 
optimal problems. 
For g Frechet differentiable and h, q0 E 0 (for simplicity) and using the 
argument of Section 3 and the method of [4], we obtain for (p,) the 
following result : 
THEOREM 4.3. i” (u,*, Zf)(u,* corresponds to II:) is an optimal pair (P,), 
then there is a p E L’(]O, A [ x Q x 10, T[) such that 
pt + P, - w + Ap + b(a) ~(0, x, t) 
= v, dl: 1 a.e. in 10, A[ x 52 x ]ic, (i+ l)E[, Vi 
p-(a,~, (i+l)~)=p+(a,x, (i+l)E) 
a.e. in [(!:)+(a, x, (i+ I)&)>$] 
p-(a, x, (i+ 1)~)=0 a.e. in [(1,*)+ = $1 
p-(a,x, T)=O a.e. in 10, A [ x, Q 
(4.28) 
i 
0, for /,Te’7(l+p)/~d~<0 
ut(a, x, t) = 
LI> for S, e”( 1 + p) l,* dz > 0. 
Numerical schemes derived from this approximating system will be given 
elsewhere. 
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